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Taxation
Taxation in the Italian real estate vary
considerably according to the price, if or
not the property is new or old, if you are
hiring the service of an agent or if you
would be purchasing the property yourself
and if you would be involving the service of
a lawyer or other any other professionals
you might consider hiring. Most Italian
property taxes are usually based on the
declared value of the property rather than
the sales value.
The amount of money involved in buying a
property in Italy are usually really
expensive, maybe one of the most expensive
in the whole of Europe as it involves several
types of taxation and may include
registration tax, land registry tax, value
added tax (VAT), a notary’s fees and estate
agent’s fees, mortgage fees and legal fees, as
detailed below. Fees are usually payable
once sale is completed, and they range from
around 9 to 15% for a non-resident with the
average at about 13%, although they may
be as high as 20% for luxury properties.
Before signing a preliminary contract, check
to find out payable fees and make sure to
have them confirmed in writing.

REGISTRATION TAX(imposta di
Registro) :
For the purchase of old properties,
registration tax is 3%, for those who are
acquiring their main home, under law
1089/39. The home must be located in
the community of residence, which you
presently occupy or would occupy in the
future (or in the comune where you have
or plan to have your major place of
business), and it must not be categorised
as a ´luxury´ home. The registration tax
for non residents however, is 7% . It is
therefore important that you become
resident in Italy at least eighteen months
before you purchase a house if you have
plans to become a permanent resident .
The registration tax as afore mentioned is
calculated based on the declared value of
the property, rather than on the purchase
price as is the case in most countries.The
amount to be paid is usually dependent
on if or not the home is new as
purchasers of new properties do not pay
registration taxes, rather, they pay Value
Added Taxes.
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If you happen to have the plans of buying an agricultural
property, you must pay tax at 10 per cent, although it may be
possible to have it 'de-ruralized' (deruralizzato) before the sale, thus
reducing the tax payable from 10 to 7% if it’s not your first home
or as low as 3% if it’s your first home.Agricultural land is however,
always taxed at 10%. It is important to note that the case is
different when a property comprises both an urban building and
agricultural land; payable tax is, in this case calculated separately
for the building and the area.
Registration tax usually is payable on completion.

° VALUE ADDED TAX(IVA):
If you plan to acquire a new property, you are expected to pay the
Value Added Tax. This tax is levied at 4% for first home buyers,
10% for both second home buyers and non-resident buyers, and
between 20%- 25% on luxury homes with A1 in the property
register. You must conduct a thorough check as the VAT could be
included in the price of the builder or the developer.
Building your own home reduces the amount of the Value Added
Tax to be paid, mostly the VAT would be priced at 4%, unlike
buying properties. No matter the kind of property you buy, no
matter the company you buy a property from, the developer
charges 20% as the VAT, and for every professional service you
hire, you would have to pay an additional 20% as Value Added
Tax.
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LAND REGISTRY TAX (imposta catastale):
The land registry tax is payable on all property purchases. The amount you are to pay is dependent just
like the registration tax on if a home bought is new or not, if it's your first or second home, and if you are
a resident or not. If you are a first home resident buyer, you will be required to pay a fixed fee of
€168.00, whether you are buying a new or a resale property. If you happen to be a second home buyer or
a non-resident, you would be required to pay 1% of the declared price of the purchased property.

NOTARY FEES:
Notary fees generally range from 1% to 2.5% of the declared value of the property; the costs are however
dependent on the price of the property and are higher on cheaper properties.There are also fees for every
page and every copy made of a contract, plus fees for extra services such as taxes (e.g., tax stamps),
expenses, legal advice, and any payments made on your behalf.The cost of a notary is always based on a
property price list prepared by the Bar Association and varies according to the town council (and is
subject to 20-25% VAT).
The notary fee is payable when you have completed the signing of the last contract. There are widely
varying estimates and everything fair negotiation, although there are maximum charges for each service
rendered.
Typical fees are €2,000 for a property costing €50,000 and €3,500 for a property costing €500,000 plus
expenses for other services. Fees for a preliminary contract are around half these. To make it easier, you
can obtain an estimate in writing, although fees depend on the work involved and are subject to
additional charges known as the ‘rimborso delle spese generali di studio 'for ‘overheads’, a standard levy
collected by all professionals in Italy. All fees are included in the notary’s bill known as ‘parcella.’ If you
happen to buy a home through an agent, he may have an agreement (notaio convenzionato) with a notary
(notaio) whereby all notary’s expenses are included into a standard fee and agreed with you the buyer.
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LEGAL FEE:
The legal fees are for conveyancing, which is usually done by a lawyer (avvocato). Legal fees are usually
from 1-2% of the declared price of a property or a fixed fee, and this is mostly dependent on the amount
of work the lawyer has to put in. Legal fees are subject to value-added taxes between 20-25%.

REAL ESTATE AGENT FEE:
Agent's commissions (provvigione) vary considerably, although they mostly range from 3 to 8%, and they are
usually shared equally between the seller and buyer. For instance, 1.5% - 4%, and this also has a valueadded tax levied at about 20-25%.
These are all taxes to be paid as you work towards becoming a homeowner in Italy, it is expensive but
worth it.
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Burocracy
Burocracy is the most common that is used to describe the property-buying process in Italy.
An official public notary is appointed by the Italian Ministry of Justice to oversee the real
estate buying process. So, if you thought that Italy is one of the few countries where
foreigners can go around involving themselves in real estate purchase without the
supervision of an attorney, you are completely wrong.
The notary is to be the neutral party in the transaction, as his only job is to follow Italian
law. The final deed, although prepared by the notary, is based on the contract details
established by the buyer and seller. The notary’s job is only to ensure that everything follows
the usual legal processes. Your attorney is responsible for conducting due diligence of the
property, negotiating the best contract terms and conditions, helping the notary draft the
deed, providing you with legal advice, and coordinating payment transfers. Your attorney
ensures that everything has been done correctly on your behalf.
Italy, on most occasions, does not hold back foreigners from buying real estate properties
but there could be some restrictions on property ownership. One such restriction is ;
THE PREEMPTIONRIGHT: This refers to the right to buy a property before it is resold.
This preemption right could delay the process of buying a property, but then it is limited to
only a few things which include ;
AGRICULTURAL LAND: If you happen to purchase an agricultural land, the farmers
currently leading the land or farmers from neighbouring lands have preemption right and
can purchase the land before you do.
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PROPERTIES WIRH HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE: Public officials have the
preemption right over properties with historical and or architectural value , this means that
once a building has historical value, a public official has the right to purchase that building
or property.
TENANTED PROPERTY: If you happen to purchase a property that is inhibited by a
tenant, the tenant has the preemption right to purchase the property under the same terms
and conditions.
It is important that you make sure the seller complies with this law; otherwise, it could result
in the loss of your property or confrontation of the court which of course you should try to
avoid.
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HOLDING YOUR TITLE TO THE ITALIAN REAL ESTATE.

Holding your title to the Italian real estate can be done in several ways including;
• Your name
• A foreign trustee
• A foreign corporation
• An Italian trust
• An Italian corporation or SRL (società a responsabilità limitata), etc.
How you hold your title depends on the following;
• Desired level of asset protection,
• Privacy,
• Tax
• Estate planning
• Residency
• Visa requirements. Etc.
You would need the help of your attorneys both at home and in Italy during this
process as you must thread carefully so as not to incur additional expenses. It is
also important that you get it right this first time so you can gladly avoid unwanted
administrative taxes in the near future.
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THE BUYING PROCESS:

Before you make any move, you might have to consider finding a registered
real estate agent . Agents in Italy are required by the law to be registered
with the local chamber of commerce and to hold a special identification
card; the law also requires agents to maintain a liability insurance policy for
the protection of their clients.To ensure that the person you have found is
legitimate, you would have to request for their identification card.You
should beware of locals who might want to make a living off ignorant
foreigners, these people might try to convince you that they are genuine and
can find you a place to buy. The most important thing to you should be the
special identification, you don’t want to make the mistake of placing your
money in the wrong hands.
To get the best price, you would have to deal with local Italian agents as
their prices are significantly lower than English speaking agents. You should
beware of net pricing which is the case where the agent places the price of
an asset really higher than the seller’s price.You shouldn’t experience
problems with the local Italian agents as many of them speak English.
After you have gotten a real estate agent, you would have to hire a licensed
attorney. Most real estate agents usually have an attorney the would
recommend but it’s better you find an attorney yourself . After you have
found an attorney , you and your attorney would together choose a notary
who would oversee the entire transactions.
You would also need a surveyor who is to make sure the property is in good
shape, checking to ensure the property meets all municipality's building
requirements. There is a possibility that your lawyer has a trusted surveyor.
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You might be required by the seller to make a good-faith deposit , it is advisable that
at this point, you find a neutral party and deposit the money into an escrow account
for your own benefit and to maintain leverage. Your lawyer or attorney can arrange
this. It gives you the opportunity to return to the negotiation table , should you
discovered major problems during your due-diligence

THE BUYING PROCESS INVOLVES:

The buying process usually takes about 90 days as it involves a few things, including;
•

Codice fiscale or partita IVA: To purchase property in Italy , you need to obtain a
tax number. If you take title in your name, you’ll need a codice fiscale. If you do it in
a corporate entity, then you’ll get a VAT number or partita IVA. A tax number is
needed to open a bank account, sign contracts, and create utility accounts.
•

Offer and acceptance of purchase proposal: You have to make an offer in the
form of a purchase proposal. This contract is not binding until both the buyer
and seller have signed. The primary goal of this document is to give you and
your attorney time to perform due diligence and ensure that the seller does not
sell the property to anyone else.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Surveyor and Attorney's check:
Existing mortgages or encumbrances;
Compliance with the tax authorities;
Building compliance with municipality regulations;
Occupancy status of property (tenants or farmland lease);
Preemptive or third-party rights over the property;
Condo association status (outstanding repairs, deferred maintenance, fees
owed);
Condition of electrical, heating, and plumbing systems;
Evaluation of any energy requirements (energy certificate).

•

Preliminary contract;It includes the property description, the agreed-upon
price, closing date, amount of deposit paid, existing mortgages, what’s
included (furnishings and fixtures), and all other important points. Once
preliminary contract has been signed by both parties, the buyer pays a
deposit of 10% to 30% of the overall sale price. The agreement is then
registered at the local tax office by the real estate agent or attorney.

•

Preparation of final deed;
Closing and signing of final deed;
Registration of title deed;
Payment of all applicable taxes.

•
•
•
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Chapter 3

Mortgages
You are set to purchase your dream home , aren’t you? You’d be amazed to discover
that the best way to pay for a house in Italy is with a mortgage.
Getting an Italian mortgage is possible in nine steps. They include;

Step 1 – Codice Fiscale: The Codice fiscale is the Italian government’s universal
identification code for it’s citizens and residents , it is therefore important that
everyone has one. This document is given by the tax office . To get the document,
you will be asked to provide your passport and your residence permit but your real
estate agent can provide you with a letter , confirming your intention to our base a
property , this can be accepted in stead of your residence permit.

Step 2 – Bank Account: After having obtained your Codice fiscal , you would have to
open an Italian bank account. If you have plans of visiting Italy , you can visit a bank
and open the account yourself, otherwise, your estate agent can do it for you.
Step 3 – Check Your Mortgage ability:
This is the first real action towards obtaining your mortgage as the first two steps are
only precursors.
Getting an Italian loan isn't easy, especially if its an LTV (Loan To Value ) ratio
Italian Mortgage. Due it is quite different to get, it is in your best interest that you
should first try to get a mortgage before you begin house hunting, so you don't turn
out disappointed. But then,If you have already found the property you want to buy
and are you are asked to sign a compremesso by the estate agent it is essential to make
sure that the compremesso includes a clause that allows you to withdraw from the
purchase if you are unable to obtain an Italian Mortgage.
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Step 4 – Check To Make Sure it’s Affordable:
You must make sure that your monthly Mortgage repayment is very affordable,
to do this, you have to try to stay within your budget . To make sure you get
approval by Italian banks to become mortgage clients, you would have to check
that your monthly mortgage repayment does not exceed 35% of your net
income.
Step 5 – Check Your Mortgage Type:
In Italy, fixed and variable rate mortgages are obtainable. Evaluate both and
decide which would be best for you putting into consideration not just now but
the future as well, as long as 30years to come as an Italian mortgage can last
30years.
Step 6 – Check Your Mortgage Costs:
Interest rates in Italy can be presented as TAN or TAEG.
TAEG is the most helpful rate to use to compare mortgages because it is
calculated as the effective rate, including all charges, whereas TAN is simply the
declared interest rate. You would have to make the right calculations.
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Step 7 – Check Your Mortgage Alternatives:
There are several mortgage packages in the mortgage market, it is therefore
crucial that you carefully choose the plan or package that is best for you. It
might be difficult for you to make a choice , you could get yourself a reputable
Italian Mortgage broker to assist you find the best plan.

Step 8 – Examine Your Mortgage Processing Time:
In Italy , it takes time to provide mortgages. Thus, to be on a safe side, you
might have to build in a delay of about 50 days or longer when planning your
purchase to give the bank more time to process your mortgage application.
Step 9 – Check The Little Details:
After about 50 days of submitting your mortgage application, you would get an
Italian mortgage offer from the bank. If you accept the mortgage, you must sign
and return the application after the due legally required period for
consideration.
This step requires that you be meticulous because at this point, this would be
your last chance to change anything in your application before redeeming the
mortgage. Most people make several mistakes in this step because of they are
overjoyed that they finally have the mortgage in their hands.
Once you have redeemed your mortgage, you can pay for your dream home!
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Investments
Protecting your money is really important in today’s age. You might wonder how
one can protect money, it’s actually quite simple. You protect your money by
investing.! What better way to invest than by getting involved in real estate?
Investing in real estate is the best way to protect your money, maybe because real
estate doesn’t protect your money, it grows it too. Whatever investment you
make in real estate doesn’t just stay the way it would be initially, in a few years,
you would be surprised to realise that your property would be valued at a much
higher rate, awesome isn’t it?
Investing in real estate might be unfamiliar and a little scary but then, it doesn’t
mean it should be completely avoided. If approached correctly, investing in real
estate could offera lucrative and completely reliable way of generating
substantial returns for a long long time. Investing in real estate also create an
opportunity for a steady income flow plus lots of additional benefits.
What is real estates investments?
Real estate investment is the ownership , purchase or lease of land or any
structure in a land , majorly for the purpose of earning money.
Real estate has four angles, including;
• Residential
• Land
• Commercial
• Industrial.
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Residential real estate is used as homes for families. They could be used as single
family home, multi family home, condos, etc. Commercial real estates on the
other hand are used for the sole purpose of businesses, either as office space or
retail space or as multi family homes. Examples include; Restaurants, office
spaces, etc. Industrial real estate could serve the purpose of industries, examples
are ; Warehouses, factories and power plant.
Land is different, lands are real estate investment that have no property on them.
Lands are difficult to earn from, you can only earn from a land if it’s used for
agricultural purposes or if it’s developed.
Making money in real estate: There are three major ways to make money
in real estate, they include:
• Rent
• Appreciation
• Interest from loans.
Rent:You as an investor can develop a property and decided to lease it out
for a while for a certain amount of money. Rentals can generate a steady
flow of income. Depending on how you go about the management of
your property, you may have to share your income with a real estate
management company.
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Appreciation: Real estate investments appreciate in price over time. You
can earn by buying a property and giving it time to appreciate and then
reselling it to another real estate investor. Unlike leasing and Loan interests,
selling your property would bring huge returns just once, at the time of
sales.
Interests from loans: you can earn from real estate by simply loaning
money to a developer who will be required to share profits with you.
Interests from loans can provide steady and regular cash flow, depending
on how many developers you have invested in. In real estate, interest from
loan is referred to as ' debt ‘.
ACTIVE REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT: Investing in real estate yourself
would involve a lot of things, including house flipping, rental properties, short
term rental,etc.
House flipping: House flipping is one big way to invest in real estate and get
quick returns. You could buy a house, renovate it to increase its market value
and then sell it off to make your returns. Usually, this is a one time return, it is
quick and quite impressive. This is a short term investment.
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Long term rental:After you have developed your property, you would have to
Find tenants who would pay either monthly or yearly for living in your property.
Property owners earn king term and get steady cash flow from renting out their
properties. Rentals involves finding tenants, conducting research on prospective
tenants if you wish and then signing of agreement , this might be with the help
of a lawyer. Finding tenants quickly is important because every month without
one amounts to a loss of returns. Once you have tenants, you are responsible for
property maintenance, evictions, rent collection, etc. Property management
could become a full time job in the event that you have a lot of rental properties.

Short term rentals: Short term rentals allows you to rent out your home on a
nightly basis, usually like a hotel. This really dosen’t requi hire much work. All
you have to do is let people rent your home for a night or two. This is only done
Ina residential property and returns are usually slower to achieve.
MAKING MONEY OFF YOUR ITALIAN INVESTMENT: After you have
invested in Italy, making money off your investment is not nearly difficult. You
could either choose to rent it out for a long term use or make a short term rental
for families who would want to spend their holidays in Italy. You can see that it is
quite easy to make your returns on your property investment in Italy. There’s no
better way to protect your money than to invest in real estate and not just
anywhere, Italy is the perfect place to protect your money.
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Investing in the Monferrato Area
Culture
Cuisine
The traditional cuisine of Monferrato, in addition to the award-winning wines,
includes a wide variety of foods ranging from meat, fish, vegetables, and
cheeses. Typical Monferrato dishes, which have now achieved a reputation not
only nationally but also internationally include, among the first
courses, agnolotti "al plin" (literally "pinched"), "Tajarin" (noodles for rich eggs
seasoned with various sauces), risotto of Casale, rice with mushrooms and red
wine, vegetable soups, polenta with fried cod or "loan". Worthy of mention and
especially well known is Bagna càuda. Among the meats: tripe, paws (batciuà),
chickpeas with head, oxtail (now cooked with Barbera) and the cooked sausage.

Literature
In the second half of the 15th century stands in the field of dialect literature Gian

Giorgio Allioni of Asti, poet, playwright and writer who knowing poetry in French
and Italian, wrote several farces in dialect, expressing "an Astezan" and providing a
vivid picture of customs and life of the period and the Italian theater of the 16th
century, often steeped in satire and mockery. It was not until the 18th century to find
two other versifiers Monferrato dialect that is the prior Incisa and Captain Joseph
Stefano della Rocca, while in more recent times and in the 19th century that stands
out the most famous Angelo Brofferio, politician, journalist and deputy linked to the
Risorgimento, who wrote songs in dialect, plays and works of history.
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Architecture
The architecture flourished in Monferrato from the year 1000 onwards and is
clearly visible in the numerous buildings, churches, castles and palaces of
various periods many of which are still well preserved. Architecture was
influenced by current Romanesque, Gothic and Renaissance trends, before
becoming, from the 17th century onwards, a current of Piedmontese Baroque.
Architects who worked in Monferrato include Benedetto Alfieri (1707-1767) of
Asti, considered the successor to Filippo Juvarra, and Francesco Gallo
(1672-1750) of Mondovì, as well as Francesco Ottavio Magnocavalli, born in
Casale Monferrato.

Sacred Mount of Crea
The Sacred Mountain of Crea (Italian: Sacro Monte di Crea) is a Roman
Catholic sanctuary in the comune of Serralunga di Crea (Monferrato),
near Alessandria. It is one of the nine Sacri Monti of Piedmont and Lombardy,
included in UNESCO World Heritage list.
Its construction was begun in 1589, around a former Sanctuary of St. Mary
whose creation is traditionally attributed to St. Eusebius, who first Christianized
the site around 350 AD.
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Art
Artists active in the Montferrat include Gian Martino Spanzotti of Casale
and Andrea Pozzo, Renaissance painter and architect active in the 17th century,
the painter Pier Francesco Guala; Macrino d'Alba, a contemporary of
Spanzotti, whose works are in private and public collections in the United States
and Turin. His most important works can, however, identify a triptych housed
in the castle of Camino, a Madonna Enthroned kept in the Sanctuary of
the Sacro Monte di Crea, another Madonna in the church of St. John the
Baptist to Alba and a Marriage of St. Catherine that adorns the church of
Neviglie in the Langhe. Guglielmo Caccia, nicknamed "The Moncalvo",
executed works such as a "Redeemer" statue from Museum of Asti and
“Resurrection" in the cathedral; several of his paintings can be found in the
parishes of Grazzano Badoglio, Villadeati, Casale Monferrato, San Salvatore
Monferrato, Moncalvo and Castagnito.
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WHY INVEST IN MONFERRATO?
You might be wondering what Monferrato has to offer you apart from the
landmarks that the city has . You’d be excited to discover that the area offers
you what most places in Europe would not offer. Here are a list of reasons why
you should invest in Monferrato.

Simplicity: Monferrato area is simple. Imagine a local town out of a fairy
tale , you just imagined Monferrato. A peaceful, simple rural area with so much
to offer you. You should consider the fact that a holiday is better enjoyed in
simplicity, peace and quiet. You should buy a home in a place where you can
enjoy quality family time with so much to see and do. Plus there’s an added
advantage to this, your family might have had too much of the city lifestyle, a
holiday in a rural place with simplicity might just be what you guys need.

Affordability: The Monferrato area is totally affordable. Permit me to use
the word ; 'cheap' even. Monferrato houses are quite cheaper than the average
European real estate property. In Monferrato, you could get a Villa with the
same amount of money you plan to invest in buying a flat. Can you try to
compare? Why wouldn’t you want to enjoy the beauty of living in a villa with
your family? The situation in Italy at this time has made real estate completely
affordable, are you still thinking about it?
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You can get returns: You buy a villa as a holiday home and you can let
it out to people when your family moved back. This would serve as a
means of making additional income. Because of the beauty of Monferrato,
you would definitely get a lot of tourists opting to rent your place, what else
could you possibly ask for?

Another business opportunity: The Monferrato area gives you the
opportunity to trade in wines if you please. You don’t just own a home, you
can now involve in businesses with the locals, you could engage in export
of wines if you so, please. How awesome is that?!
In all, Monferrato is a place with so much ancient natural beauty with
affordable housings that are Castle-like in structure. I am convinced
beyond a reasonable doubt that your family would have a good time
staying in Italy, especially in Monferrato.

Are you ready to make your Investments?
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Take Action!
Is Italy a Dream Country? YES!
Do You Deserve the Best? YES!
Do you Want the Best for Your Loved Ones? YES!
Is Buying in the UNESCO Monferrato area a Good Investment?
YES!
Do you Wanna Get Helped going through bureaucracy?YES!
Do you Wanna Get rid of the Linguistic Barrier? YES!
Can you Easily Find Our Email and Phone Number Below? YES!
So Simply Click the Button Below and Contact US!

CICK HERE!

www.villaeitaly.com
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